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Many individuals are not yet familiar with cigars and may have no ideas on how to light one. This
kind of issue typically affects majority of the novice cigar smokers and to make their smoking
experience a great one, they need to study few useful suggestions.

Proper lighting is perhaps the most interesting part of this smoking experience. It is important to
learn how to use the clipper to cut the edge before putting it into your mouth. However, when
lighting it, you must use a wooden match and not a lighter. The reason is that ordinary cigarette
lighters may alter the taste and smell of the cigar's footing and disappoints the smoker. As an
alternative to the wooden match, you can utilize a butane cigarette lighter leaving just a minor smell.
When using the match, hold the footing over the flame after striking the match. Remember not to
allow the cigar touches direct to the fire. If you can follow this procedure, you will enjoy your
smoking experience.

It is also important not to urge knocking the ashes and simply place an ashtray to allow the ashes
fall in a natural way. By doing this, you can save the perfect taste without re-lighting it again. You
must also not to smoke it completely to the foot, as even if you are smoking an expensive brand,
you may not appreciate the bitter taste from the end of the cigar. In addition, you need to learn to
hold it between the forefinger and thumb to teach yourself become a professional smoker.

Lastly, it is best to learn to relax and feel comfortable when you start smoking. Cigars are excellent
options to make the smokers calm down and feel relax while they smoke. You will actually observe
this if you examine the style and production of these options. This means that you have to enjoy
your smoking experience, which normally involve while drinking a glass of your favorite brandy or
after eating meals. Make sure to puff the cigar gently after sipping your brandy. The reason why you
need to practice this technique is to avoid the smoke penetrating the lungs to guarantee that you will
remain healthy despite trying to smoke. Try not to inhale the smoke deeply because the flavor and
aroma changes easily if you are not aware of this.

As a final point, learn to enjoy smoking with your friends or colleagues. This is particularly important
if you know someone who has great experience is smoking cigars to become more expert on how to
smoke perfectly.
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Are you a a cigar afficianado? a Cigar samplers are a great way to find new cigars to love!
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